
MedSchoolCoach was founded by physicians who were

interested in helping the next generation of doctors

achieve their dreams. For 10 years, we have helped

thousands of students through the pre-med journey -

from MCAT, to admissions, to the USMLE and beyond. 

MCAT TUTORING

TESTIMONIAL
"MCAT Tutoring with MSC was Awesome! Coral,

Connor, and Ken were amazing tutors. My score went
up 19 points from my diagnostic exam (496 to a 515)

working with them. I am a sociology major and took the
exam a month after finishing my first semester of

biology. When I set my target score to 515 I thought I
was being overly optimistic and I really wasn't expecting
to reach it the first go around. I purchased the platinum
package and MedSchoolCoach master tutor Ken took
my target score really seriously and worked with me to
build a custom study schedule to get me there. Thank

you guys so much for all your help!" 

MEET A
TUTOR

KEN TAO

ALEX STARKS

DIRECTOR OF MCAT
 

Ken is a nationally recognized
MCAT expert. He previously
created MCAT products for
The Princeton Review.

MASTER TUTOR

 
Alex scored in the 99th

percentile on his MCAT exam.
He has helped students
achieve their goal score.

medschoolcoach.com

(888) 381-9509

enroll@medschoolcoach.com

Over a Decade of Experience

99th Percentile MCAT Tutors

100% New MCAT Material

12+ Point Average Score Increase
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MCAT Tutoring

Why MedSchoolCoach?

Expert Teachers
At the heart of MedSchoolCoach are tutors who are recruited for their teaching skills
and high MCAT scores - all in the 99th percentile. All of our tutors go through rigorous
training to ensure our clients have an optimal experience. This formula yields the most

elite results in the industry. 

Completely Fresh
Our MCAT materials are new and aligned with the most current exam format. Our
material is made entirely for the newest MCAT version so you can maximize your

score. 

Unique Approach
Through detailed intake and discovery, we develop a customized strategy and a study
plan for each student to maximize efficiency and help them reach their target MCAT

score. 
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